Date: 22nd January 2021

Dear Parents and Carers
Quote of the day:
‘All things will pass …’
I know for every family this lockdown is a particularly hard time, but I want to thank you all for your support at
the moment. You are certainly doing your very best to support your children so that they are completing all of
their home learning. I am immensely proud of all of our children and of all of the staff at Courthouse Green who
are demonstrating all of our core values each and every day in all that they are doing! The children are working so
hard to complete their very best work each and every day.
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During this lockdown children are expected to complete
Lime & Blossom
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daily lessons at home. The teachers are providing films to
start each lesson and then activities for the children to
Monday Assembly
complete. Watching the films will help the children to work
Every Monday we will be sharing an assembly for
independently on many of the tasks.
all children, both in and out of school, to watch to
Every day the teachers provide a timetable for the days
help us feel connected as a whole school. The
learning. Please look at this with your child at the start of
assemblies focus on our core values and how we
the day so they are clear about what is expected.
can show them in our lives. If you can watch it with
your children it will help them teach you all about
Teachers are available throughout the school day, 9.00our school Core Values.
3.30, to provide feedback and offer help. They will do this
at set times throughout the day so responses may not be
Every week we also have a thrive assembly led by
instant and if you have an urgent request this should be
Mrs Owen, please make sure that your child
done through the school office by phone or if it is out of
watches them as they teach us important skills in
school hours use the admin e mail address.
how to safely manage all of our emotions.
Please make sure your child uploads their work each day so
the teachers can mark it and give feedback. If you upload it
after 3.30pm then it will be reviewed but it will be the
following day.
If we can see that children are not engaging in remote
learning we will contact you by
phone to firstly check that you are
all ok at home and then work with
you to help get the children
engaged in learning.

Fantastic Learning
Click on the link to check out the fantastic learning
at home and at school during the last 3 weeks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=cQ8y6CD5XQo&feature=youtu.be

Wellbeing Support

History

This time is a difficult time for us all and I
have attached to the e mail a leaflet for
access to Psychological Therapy, this is a
service for people who are feeling stressed,
anxious, low in mood or depressed that can
provide a range of support from therapists.

You will have noticed in your children's theme lessons that we are
focusing on becoming great historians. From the Stone Age to the
Second World War, the children are learning to sequence events,
find out what life was like using evidence and develop their
knowledge about famous people and events in that time. We are
using history as an opportunity to celebrate champions in history 'Core Value Champions' who can help teach us about that time and
their impact on the world we live in now - keep an eye out for
these people in assembly too!

Apple Projects
We have some very creative children at
Courthouse Green and I can see from the
work the children are submitting how much
they are enjoying their Friday afternoon
tasks - we will be looking out for some
possible iGenius stars!

Importance of Non-Screen Time
Its time to get outside all in the name of a good cause!
ITV news earlier this week showed a New Nomination Challenge
that we feel would be a great way not only to help raise awareness
for Cancer Research but to get everyone outside too.
So I nominate you! To grab your wellies and head outside and find
a puddle to jump in!
This is our Courthouse Green Puddle Nomination so whether its as
a family or by yourself we would love you to add photos of your
puddle jumping to see saw and Showbie we will then put these
together so we all splash together.
Once you complete your puddle jump don’t forget to nominate
someone else in your family or friends to do the same too!

Children’s Work
All staff love seeing what the children have been up to each day
and looking at their learning. Each piece of work is marked and
feedback will be given where necessary. Please try to follow the
school timetable and upload work at the end of each lesson. So
that teachers have time to look at each piece of work, please try
to make sure work is uploaded onto Showbie and Seesaw by
3.30pm each day. Work uploaded after this time may not be
marked until the next day.

